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A BIOKINETIC AND DOSEV1ETRIC MODEL
FOR THE METABOLISM OF URANIUM

A report prepared by M.E. Wrenn, L. Bertelli, P.W. Durbin, K.F. Eckerman, J.L. Lipsztein
and N.P. Singh, Radiation Surveillance Associates Inc., under contract to the Atomic Energy
Control Board.

ABSTRACT

Experiments involving injection and inhalation of uranium compounds into several animal
species as well as those associated with humans are described and analyzed. A revised
biokinetic and dosimetric model for the metabolism of uranium suitable for bioassay
procedures is proposed. The model consists of a systemic part coupled to a model of the
respiratory tract. The model has been tested against human data which incorporates in vivo
measurements over the chest and measurements of urine, feces, and autopsy and biopsy
samples. In particular the lung model of the International Commission on Radiological
Protection, Publication 30 (ICRP-30), has been modified in order to provide a model which
more nearly predicts urinary excretion in accord with the experiences in humans and animals.
We have also tested the data against the new ICRP (LUDEP) lung model.

RESUME

Dans ce rapport on fait la description et l'analyse d'experiences d'absorption, par inhalation
et injection, de composes d'uranium par plusieurs especes animates et des etres humains. On
propose, pour le metabolisme de l'uranium, un modele biocinetique et dosimetrique revise
qui convient aux procedures d'essai biologique. Le modele comporte une partie systemique
jumelee a un modele du tracrus respiratoire. On a fait l'essai du modele en fonction de
donnees sur les etres humains, qui comprennent des mesures in vivo effectuees sur la poitrine
et des mesures effectuees sur des specimens d'urine, de feces, d'autopsie et de biopsie. On a
modifie plus particulierement le modele pulmonaire de la Commission internationale de
protection radiologique, Publication 30 (CIRP-30) afin de creer un modele qui permet de
prevoir avec plus d'exactitude l'excretion par voie urinaire compatible avec les experiences
effectuees chez des sujets humains et sur des animaux. Nous avons aussi verifie les donnees
en fonction du nouveau modele de poumon de la CIPR (LUDEP).

DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the statements made
or opinions expressed in this publication and neither the Board nor the authors assume
liability with respect to any damage or loss incurred as a result of the use made of the
information contained in this publication.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

We have made a comprehensive review of the literature dealing with the intake, distribution,
and excretion of uranium in humans and in mammals studied in laboratory experiments. We
have called this behavior "metabolism" even though our study did not include a great deal
about molecular events. The objective has been to provide the best metabolic model
consistent with our knowledge which can be used to predict the excretion of uranium by
humans, given an exposure by inhalation, ingestion, or injection. The results of our review
and conclusions are described in the accompanying report. Several of our conclusions and
recommendations are at variance with the prevailing consensus reports, particularly those of
the ICRP.

We have concluded that linear first order kinetic models, represented by a series of
interconnected linear first order differential equations are suitable to describe the intake,
deposition, and systemic redistribution to and from the bloodstream (principally plasma).
We have adopted closed pharmacokinetic formulations which means that excretion can only
be modelled from organs like skeleton, by return of the material to the bloodstream, and
then excretion by the kidney into urine or by liver into feces. In general it is acceptable to
ignore fecal excretion of systemically deposited uranium because excretion is
overwhelmingly in urine. The model describing our best evaluation of systemic metabolism
is found in Figure 20, and the best model of lung retention and elimination by a modified
ICRP-30 model is found in Figure 25.

First a brief summary about some problems with current models. The ICRP model for
inhaled class Y compounds of uranium predicts, along with the ICRP systemic model,
urinary excretion over time which is much less than that observed in humans occupationally
exposed to insoluble compounds of uranium by inhalation. The excretion relative to chest
burden has been measured in humans by a substantial number of measurements of urine,
feces, and in vivo measurements over the chest. The use of these measurements have
permitted us to compare the results predicted by the models with empirical observations in
humans. The ICRP model for inhaled class Y compounds, no matter what the particle size,
grossly underpredicts urinary excretion for insoluble long established lung burdens.
Conversely, if urinary excretion were to be used to estimate the insoluble burdens of
uranium compounds in the lung using ICRP-30 models, the results would be significant
overestimates. Although the error is dependent on the age of the lung burden and other
factors also, the overestimate might typically be about 700%. This result is qualitatively
consistent with the results from studies of the dissolution rate of UO2 in rat lungs which are
200 to 400% greater than that predicted for class Y compounds.

Another problem has been with the information on skeletal retention. Current models are
derived from the study of five humans, injected with soluble compounds of uranium who
died at variable times post injection and who were comatose and bedridden. Moreover, no
measurements were made of whole skeletons, only small samples from individual bones.
The currently accepted model assumes that the uranium is retained in skeleton and released
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in two fractions (compartments) one with a short half-time and the other with a longer half-
time. The human data were previously fitted to such a 2 exponential model. In searching
the experimental mammalian literature for reports involving well characterized acute
exposures to soluble compounds, no such 2 compartment behavior has been found in any
single experiment, save in one experiment in the mouse. Other experiments in the mouse did
not exhibit such a 2 component decrease. We have concluded that, except possibly for a
very fast labile compartment on bone surfaces whose residence time is measured in hours,
retention in bone seems to be adequately described by a single long term compartment with
a half-time of 2.4 years. This long term compartment is much shorter than the long term
compartment in bone assumed by the ICRP^4 (13.7 years), but the longest time that skeletal
retention has been studied in any species is for 2 years in the dog. We concluded that
skeletal retention should be described by a single exponential term, with a half-time shorter
than that normally attributed to long term retention in bone. Based on evidence both in man
and animals we estimate a diminished overall transfer to bone (7.6%) relative to that
previously assumed by the ICRP (22.3%).

We concluded that the retention in the kidney had to be described by two terms, 28% with a
half-time of 3 days, and the other (1.2%) with a significantly longer half time (70 days).
There is autoradiographic evidence of the biological existence of the longer term
compartment, which initially contains only a small fraction of the amount going to the
shorter term compartment.

We have proposed a modified ICRP-30 lung model which predicts urinary excretion better
and is more realistic, even though it is not entirely satisfactory in predicting urine/fecal ratio
in excreta. But neither the ICRP-30 model nor the new ICRP lung model predicts clearance
of pulmonary deposits and excretion via urine or feces anywhere near adequately for class Y
or type S compounds. Both models grossly underestimate urinary excretion of inhaled
insoluble uranium compounds, and the newest ICRP model exacerbates the problem, at least
for the default values of the parameters of the model.

Results of investigation of the transport rate of inhaled UO2 in the rat supports the increased
rates of solubilization of insoluble uranium compounds from human lungs found in the
literature describing human studies.

We also concluded that, as suggested in the ICRP-30, the gastrointestinal absorption of 5%
for soluble compounds is too high. A mean value around 0.7% is better supported in the
literature.

There are also consequences for both dosimetry and bioassay resulting from changes in the
model which should be explored.
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A. INTRODUCTION

This is the final report for the project "Evaluation of Data and Models on Uranium
Metabolism (North America)", AECB Project Number 3.111.2, Contract # 87055-0-
04047/01-SS. It is divided into two main parts. The first part describes and analyzes the
most important animal and human studies on the systemic metabolism of uranium. We have
restricted our analysis to those studies involving only injection of radionuclides or inhalation
of UFg in order to avoid the complications associated with pulmonary retention and
prolonged transfer to plasma. The objective was to select a realistic pharmacokinetic
systemic model for uranium in humans suitable for application in bioassay and dosimetry.

In the second part of this report we have joined the current and future ICRP dosimetric lung
models to systemic models and tested them against the available human data relating "in
vivo" lung measurements and daily urinary and fecal excretion, with the objective of
evaluating a complete inhalation model for uranium compounds.

B. A SYSTEMIC MODEL FOR THE METABOLISM OF URANIUM

1. Metabolic Studies in Mice

The several studies in which uranium was injected which are suitable for quantitative
analysis of deposition in the major organs and the rates of transfer to and from those organs
to the plasma and excreta are those by Walinder et al., (1967)48,49( Tannenbaum et al.,
(1945, 1946)45, and Kisieleski et al., (1952)26.

1.1 Walinder et al.

Walinder et al.48 administered uranyl nitrate and "uranyl tricarbonate" by intravenous and
intraperitoneal injection to about 60 male CBA mice, approximately 3 months old. All
animals were injected with 30 ng of uranium, about 1 (ig/g for a 30 gram mouse. No
difference in metabolism was found between the routes of administration and between the
two soluble uranium compounds tested. Animals were killed at 1, 2, 3, 7, 14, 30, 60, 76,
and 217 days post injection and uranium in liver, spleen, kidneys, sternum, tibia, urine, and
feces was analyzed by fluorimetry with a detection limit of 0.002 ug per sample. This is one
of the most complete sets of data on mice. As in other studies no analyses of whole
skeletons were made. Accordingly we estimated the skeletal burdens by combining the data
measured in sternum and tibia in the correct proportions for a reference mouse skeleton
(Durbin et al. ̂ ) by the following formula:

tibia concentration/0.748 + sternum concentration/1.44
= average skeletal content
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1.2 Kisieleski et al.

Kisieleski et al.26 injected 50 young adult female CF#1 mice weighing approximately 25
grams each with 233JJ Uranyl nitrate into the lateral tail vein. The animals were sacrificed at
intervals of 30 minutes, 1, 3, 6, and 24 hours and at 10, 30, 60, and 120 days. Two dose
levels were used, 0.05 and 0.005 jaCi/g, which are equivalent to injections of 5 and 0.5 u.g/g
respectively. Radioactivity in tissues was determined by ashing and subsequent alpha
counting in a pulse ionization chamber using a self absorption correction curve determined
as a function of sample mass. Data was reported for kidneys, femur, and soft tissue on a
log-log plot and numerical values were extracted graphically. The total skeletal content was
estimated by the authors as 25 times the content of one femur.

1.3 Tannenbaum et al.

Tannenbaum et al.45 conducted a series of experiments on mice to determine the excretion
and retention of uranium at toxic and non toxic levels and to determine the relationship
between uranium excreted and uranium retained in body tissues. The number of animals,
dosages, and times of sacrifice are too small to obtain a continuous picture of retention and
excretion. Nevertheless we have included his smaller database for animals which received
injections which were non toxic (i.e., injected dosage less than 1.5 |ig/g). Three month old
C3H male mice were injected intramuscularly in the right hind leg muscle with 233\j
dosages varying from 0.05 to 1.5 ug/g. Data on retention for kidney, bone, soft tissue, and
nidus are presented for animals sacrificed at 7, 29, and 37 days post injection. His
experiment with 233TJ suggested, based on a limited number of pairs of animals, that with
the exception of the kidneys the amount retained by all organs was proportional to the
injected dose.

In order to avoid the complications in renal excretion associated with nephrotoxicity the
results for injected dosages of 1.5 jig/g or greater are not included in the database used to
develop our metabolic model.

1.4 Rates of loss from kidney

In Figure 1 the percentage of injected activity retained in kidney as a function of time is
shown for the four experiments in mice. The data was fit to a single exponential function
for each experiment (except for Tannenbaum^", for which no data points are available prior
to 7 days post injection). The extrapolated retention was 43% with a half-time of
elimination of 4.3 days for Kisieleski's experiment with a dosage of 0.5 Hg/g. At the higher
dosage of 5 |ig/g, at which interference with kidney function was found, 31% was retained
with a half-time of 3.4 days. Walinder's^ results yielded an extrapolated retention of 33%
and a half-time of 3.3 days.
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1.5 Rates of loss from skeleton

Figure 2 plots the data on skeletal retention for these experiments. Walinder's^ data shows
a clearly declining retention in skeleton leveling off after about 10 days, whereas the data
from Kisieleski et al.26 show a flat retention with almost no decrease with time at all. These
clearly inconsistent results are puzzling, especially in view of the fact that the deposition in
and rates of loss from kidney appeared to be comparable. Possibly the bolus reaching the
kidney in the experiment by Kisieleski et al.26 was more concentrated because of the
intravenous injection, and recirculation may have been more prolonged due to decreased
excretion by the kidney, resulting in a greater and more persistent deposition in the skeleton.
When Walinder's^S data are fit to a two exponential retention function, 12% is the
extrapolated intercept with a half-time of 2.4 days, and 2% is retained in the longer term
compartment of bone declining with a half-time of 108 days.

1.6 Rates of loss from liver, spleen, and other tissues

In Figures 3, 4 and 5 it can be seen that the small retention in liver, initially about 3%,
declines with a half-time of about 3 days, and the content in spleen and other tissues which
is even smaller is also lost rapidly.

1.7 Rates of loss from plasma

There are no measurements in plasma for the mouse, but Kisieleski's2" work shows that
distribution by plasma is apparently complete within 30 minutes. We will arbitrarily use an
initial Tj/2 of 0.01 day in order to obtain a fitted half-time using the data on retention in all
other tissues.

1.8 Selection of an initial model to test and refine

The data on the mouse provides an interesting although incomplete set to test a model for
the metabolism of uranium.

The first step taken was to fit the data on retention in kidney, bone, liver, and spleen to two
exponential components, using the BMDP^ statistical software which solves for the
intercepts and rates by minimizing the sums of squares of the deviations of the data points
from the functions generated. The results for the retention R(t) in % follow for each organ,
using all the data provided by Walinder^ Kisieleskj26 and Tannenbaum^ with the
exception of the fit referring to the skeleton which was obtained using Walinder's data only:

Kidney: R(t) = 35.8 EXP(-0.255.T) + 1.68 EXP(-0.00644.T) (R2=0.92)
(All) 2.7 daysJ 107.6 daysJ

Skeleton: R(t) = 11.9 EXP(-0.284.T) + 1.84 EXP(-0.00642.T) (R2=0.96)
(Walinder) 2.4 daysJ 107.9 daysJ
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Liver: R(t) = 3.3 EXP(-0.408.T) + 0.13 EXP(-0.00572.T) (R2=0.99)
(All) 1.7 daysJ 121.2 daysJ

Spleen: R(t) = 0.65 EXP(-0.189.T) + 0.04 EXP(-0.00897.T) (R2=0.99)
(All) 3.7 days J 77.2 days J

Biological half-times are indicated by the arrows (J). These results seem to indicate that the
long term retention components for kidney, liver and spleen are probably due to a recycling
of activity from skeleton to plasma. In order to test this hypothesis for a more realistic
model to describe the dynamics of activities in compartments, the following procedure was
used.

The program AR, of the BMDP^ statistical software was used to fit pharmacokinetic
models to the data by means of nonlinear regression. This program uses numerical
integration to solve the system of differential equations for specific values of the parameters,
and then uses the results to evaluate the desired regression function, which in our case was a
sum of exponentials. The AR program is a general purpose nonlinear least squares
regression program that computes least squares, or weighted least squares, estimates of
parameters in a nonlinear model. The general procedure followed in using the AR program
was to choose the data specific to a certain compartment and then to analyze the data as
follows:

(1) Initially the data were separated by species and grouped into three major
compartments: kidney, skeleton, and others.

(2) Each group of data was fit to an exponential function with one or two terms, as
shown above. These were subsequently used as input, as starting values for fractions
and removal rates from compartments, to the AR program, which solves the set of
differential equations by numerical solution techniques.

(3) The results were subsequently entered as model parameters in a program' to
provide exact analytical solutions to the differential equations. The activities in organs
and excreta were next calculated as a function of time and then plotted against the
experimental observations.

The initial model we chose to test against the data is shown in Figure 6, called
Mastermouse. We chose to use only one compartment to represent kidney because we
could anticipate that 36% of the uranium recycled from skeleton would deposit in kidney,
producing an apparent long term but small retention in the kidney. The values of the other
parameters were taken from the BMDP^ solutions as described above.

The results of this model of recirculation of uranium from skeleton to plasma and return are
shown in Figure 7 where it can be clearly seen that after 20 days the model always
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underpredicts the activity retained in kidney. Apparently it is inappropriate to have a single
compartment to describe retention in the kidney. Accordingly we revised the model to
Mastermouse 2, also shown in Figure 6, wherein there is a second kidney compartment
which accumulates 1.7% of the amount distributed from plasma and which is retained with a
half-time of 108 days. The results of this model shown in Figure 8 give a fit roughly
through the middle of the data for times past 10 days. We could refine the coefficients
further, but since the objective is to develop a model for man and not mouse, we will forgo
further refinements of the model for the mouse. The model fits skeleton quite well. Since
Walinder presents the most complete set of data on mouse skeleton we have assumed that
his data set is the best against which to validate the model for mouse.

From this process we have learned that kidney retention requires two terms to describe it
adequately. We will show, based on other mammalian work, that this result is generally true
for all mammals tested where the comprehensiveness of the data is sufficient to adequately
test such models.

The rate of loss of uranium from kidney is more rapid than has previously been assumed or
inferred. This result will also be shown to be generally true for other mammals and by
analogy, man also.

Apparently the information on retention of uranium in mouse skeleton is both contradictory
and inadequate in scope. Skeletal retention as a function of time could easily be investigated
comprehensively with modern techniques, and should be, but nobody has done it so far. It
will also be shown that the information on the retention of uranium in skeleton is scarce,
unfortunately, for other mammals also including man.

2. Metabolic Studies in Rats

We have analyzed seven separate studies on single injections of soluble uranium compounds
in the rat, which provide sufficient information about the content of uranium in kidney,
selected bones rather than the entire skeleton, and other organs, to test against the
pharmacokinetic model incorporating recirculation.

2.1 Bentlev et al.

Bentley et al.^ conducted studies of uranium metabolism in female albino wistar rats (6
animals per group) aged 11 to 13 weeks. Two groups of animals were injected with natural
uranyl nitrate, and 4 groups with uranium enriched in the isotope 235y t o 92.8%. The
enriched material was given with injected dosages ranging from 13 to 50 |ig/kg. The
animals injected with natural uranium received a single parenteral dose of 50 to 500 u,g/kg.
Injection solutions were prepared in 0.2 M nitric acid and citrate buffered to pH 4.2. Urine
and feces were collected daily. The function of this work was to investigate transient
protein in urine as a function of mass of uranium administered. The uranium in urine and
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feces was measured by delayed neutron activation analysis. The authors do not state how
uranium was measured in the tissues. Although the authors state that the initial
determinations of uranium were carried out for bone and most soft tissues, this analysis was
limited to femur, kidney and liver in the latter animals because other soft tissues retained
negligible amounts of uranium 48 hours after exposure. A special feature of this
investigation was that very short term deposition of uranium was measured in kidney at 6,
12, and 24 hours post administration. Peak concentration was reached at 12 hours.
Bentley's^ results for uranium retained in kidney, skeleton and liver are shown in Figures 9,
10 and 11, where retention is expressed as percent of injected dose.

2.2 Hamilton and Durbin

Experiments previously reported by Hamilton17,18,19,20 an£j Q u rbm l 1 j n mostly female
adult albino rats, have been re-analyzed. We have obtained the original data from the 1947-
48 Crocker Laboratory Uranium Studies and these are in the data base for this report.
These are the first complete compilation of this basic data in this form. These results have
been partially published earlier by Hamilton17.18.19.20 (1948) and Durbin11 (1960).
Uranium was injected intramuscularly as soluble uranyl chloride. The data in the database
report the original measurements which have been corrected for uranium remaining in the
intramuscular injection site. The mass of 230TJ injected was very small, on the order of
2.5xlO~6 u.g/g whereas for 233TJ the m a s s injected was 0.1 to 0.3 u.g/g.

2.3 Neuman et al.

Male (age 9 weeks) and female (aged 16 weeks) Wistar rats weighing approximately 200
grams were injected intravenously, by the tail vein, with a solution of 0.1% uranyl nitrate at
a dosage of 2.5 u.g/g34. The animals were sacrificed at intervals as short as 45 minutes,
from 45 minutes to 44 days post injection. The following samples were taken: kidney,
urinary bladder, spleen, gonads, heart, lungs, liver, stomach and contents, intestines, leg
muscle, skin and hair, femurs and humeri, tibiae, radii, fibulae, ulnae, pelvic girdle, three or
four vertebrae, ribs, skull and tail. The remainder of the animal was divided into two
samples, soft carcass and bone carcass. All samples were analyzed using fluorimetry. Two
normal, untreated animals were dissected and analyzed as controls. Cats and rabbits were
also used to confirm observations on urinary uranium excretion.

Neuman et al.^4 used young male animals and older female rats to study the deposition and
retention in the skeleton. They found that the deposition in skeleton varied with age being
greater in younger animals than older animals, irrespective of sex. The deposition in kidney
showed the inverse of this, perhaps accounting for decreased kidney toxicity with younger
aged animals. Cumulative urinary excretion was increased in female (older) animals relative
to that in males (younger) at all times up to 900 hours post administration. It should be
noted that the dosage administered was nephrotoxic.

For our analysis we used only the information in female rats which represented mature
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young adults rather than the younger juvenile male rats.

2.4 Priest et al.

Priest et al.36 injected fairly young female wistar, HMT strain rats, aged 50 days with uranyl
citrate complex, using 233TJ Groups of five rats were sacrificed at 1, 4, 14, and 32 days
after injection. The 233TJ content of tissues was determined by alpha scintillation counting
after suitable chemical separation. An unusual feature of this study was that the complete
skeleton was analyzed, bone by bone, at 1 and 32 days post administration. There was
rather high retention in the skeleton, which probably reflects the fact that these were very
young rats, in which skeletal turnover was very rapid. At 4 and 14 days post administration
skeletal activity was only measured in the femora; accordingly we have evaluated skeletal
content by multiplying by the proportion of femoral to total skeleton burden averaged over
the data taken at 1 and 32 days. The uptake in the kidney in Priest's experiment is small
compared to results of other investigators in rats. It is possible that competition occurs
between the rapidly growing skeleton and the kidney in the younger rat, shifting the balance
of deposition between these two organs in favor of the skeleton. Since the objective of our
study is to reevaluate the metabolism and dosimetry for purposes of occupational exposure
control and evaluation we will emphasize the results in the more mature animals. This
investigation is however extremely useful because of the detail given about the internal
deposition, and the tendencies of uranium to be very uniformly distributed in the skeleton.
The results clearly show that there is no significant short term bone compartment, as the
four measurements of retention in the skeleton fit a single exponential up to 32 days post
injection.

2.5 Sontag

Sontag42 investigated the early distribution of 233|j in the soft tissue and skeleton of older
rats. Both male and female rats, Sprague-Dawley strain aged approximately 13 months,
were injected intravenously with 233JJ uranyl-citrate (1.53 |iCi/kg or 0.16 ng/kg) and were
sacrificed 7 and 28 days post injection. The uranium activity was assayed by liquid
scintillation counting, following radiochemical separation of the uranium from the organs.
As with Priest et al.^6 the complete skeleton was analyzed. The skeletal deposition was
diminished compared to those found in younger rats by Priest-^ being 8.4 + 0.2% and 6.6 +
0.2% at 7 and 28 days after the injection. Again there is no evidence of a significant short
term component. Uptake was about 50% higher in male than female rats of the same age
group. This conclusion differs from that by Neuman et al.^4 and is apparently conflicting.
However in Neuman's experiment the uranium retention in juvenile male rats was
erroneously compared with that in mature female rats.

2.6 Jones et al.

The work by Jones^ in the rat showed deposition in kidney and skeleton qualitatively
similar to those in the other studies except that her work gave the lowest measured contents
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in kidney.

Jones, et al.^5 injected 24 rats (female white, strain CD, weight about 250 g) with uranyl
nitrate at 4 dosages of mixed 2 3 3 U and 2 3 8 U graded to give injected masses of 0.001, 0.01,
0.1, and 1.0 jag/g of uranium. Equal activity was given to all animals by varying the relative
amounts of the isotopic composition in the mixture of uranium. These studies are important
for the detail they show on localization of the uranium in the kidney. In particular the early
localization of activity in the proximal tubule is demonstrated as well as later transfer (days
28, 56, 84) to the distal tubule and "other units". This is evidence of a small but persistent
long term retention in the kidney, an effect shown in most of the metabolic studies in rats
where long term measurements of retention were made in the kidney. Jones'2 ̂  data gives
evidence that the initial retention in the kidney is mass dependent, with deposition of 2.7%,
5.1%, and 7.5% in the kidney measured at 1 day post injection for doses of 0.01, 0.1, and
1.0 jig/g respectively. The work by Jones in the rat showed lower deposition in kidney than
those in the other studies, even for the lowest dose administered.

2.7 Retention in Kidney

The retention of uranium in kidney at different time intervals post administration are plotted
in Figure 9 for all of these experiments. The results for fitting the data for each experiment
to either single or two exponential retention functions are shown in Table 1. The percentage
of injected activity (extrapolated to t=0) deposited in kidney ranges from 5 to 37%, a rather
large variation. The results from Bentley^, Neuman3^ Priest3°, Jones2^,
Hamilton^, 18,19,20 ancj Durbin^ 1, shows that the half-time of elimination ranges from 1.4
to 7 days for the first component. Thus individually and collectively these studies show that
there is a rapid component of loss from rat kidney; some of them indicate that a second
component exists composed of a small fraction of the activity initially deposited in kidney
with a longer half life. Sontag's^2 study in aged rats showing high deposition in the kidney
and diminished skeletal uptake relative to other studies at 7 days post injection is suggestive
that in older animals kidney competes more effectively for deposition of uranium from
plasma than does the skeleton. However there are no short term kinetic studies in older rats
against which to test this hypothesis.

2.8 Retention in Skeleton

In Figure 10 skeletal content is shown as a function of time up to 40 days post injection.
Again none of the studies indicates a short term component of loss from bone and the
skeletal burden observed is persistent in the studies conducted by Bentley^ et al., Priest et
al.3^, and Sontag^2. The information by Neuman3^ can be interpreted as having a short
term component that is rapidly eliminated. The percentage of injected dose initially
deposited in skeleton varies among these studies between 4.4% for Bentley to 30% for
Priest (young female rats) with most of the studies showing initial deposition to be less than
12%. If one eliminates the studies in the older rats by Sontag and in the very young rats by
Priest, the mean skeletal uptake is 9.7%. The data from all studies in rats suggests that once
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uranium is deposited in the skeleton it is persistent to the extent that the rate of release is
measured in period of months or longer. The results for fitting the data for each experiment
to single exponential retention functions are shown in Table 2. The half-times inferred from
these experiments range from 30 days to 205 days (Hamilton and Durbin combined). So
other than the results reported by Neuman^^ and unlike the data in the mouse by
Walinder^S there does not appear to be any short term component released from bone.
Even though uranium is redistributed by processes of remodeling in bone, it remains
strongly bound after initial deposition on bone surface.

2.9 Retention in Other Organs

Figures 11 and 12 show plots of estimated retention in liver and in other organs respectively
by the various investigators. Tables 3 and 4 show that in general the estimates of initial
deposition range between 1 and 20%, with most of the estimates being less than 4%. This
small deposition which declines rapidly, provides a basis for believing that the data for
"other organs" can be combined for purposes of mathematical modeling into a single
compartment. An appropriate metabolic model for the rat would include only one skeletal
component and is shown in Figure 13. We have not evaluated coefficients for an average
rat for any one study because the data do not appear to be sufficiently comprehensive from
any one study to test a mathematical model with five compartments.

3. Metabolic Studies In Dogs

There are four sets of studies in dogs and one in a sub human primate dealing with uranium
in kidney. The results from these studies are plotted in Figures 14 and 15 in two different
time scales.

3.1 Morrow et al.

Morrow et al.^3 investigated UF6 or UO2F2 administration to dogs by injection or
inhalation. Sixteen dogs were exposed by inhalation of UO2F2 aerosols with estimated
dosages ranging from 0.1 to 1.5 ng/g. Post exposure follow-up periods were from 6 hours
to 19 days. Of the 16 dogs studied, 3 were not sacrificed at the end of their post exposure
period, but were re-exposed at a later time. In addition, five dogs were investigated in nine
studies using intravenous injections of UO2F2 in isotonic saline with dosages ranging
between 0.01 to 2 ug/g. Samples were counted by alpha counting in a liquid scintillation
spectrometer.

3.2 Stevens et al.

Stevens et al.^3 injected about 0.3 ug/g of body weight of 233JJ intravenously in dogs and
sacrificed them at times between one and 726 days post injection. In addition, a larger series
of the data from kidney retention in additional animals injected with 233TJ ancj 232TJ m
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same experiment has been reported by Wrenn et al.^2 The experiments by Stevens are
unique in that the plasma content was measured very carefully as a function of time post
injection. Uranium is rapidly eliminated from plasma. In this experiment the animals
experienced some transient kidney toxicity which was indicated by increased urinary output
from 7 to 10 days post injection after which it decreased gradually to normal pre-injection
volumes. One day post injection, the average concentration of uranium in the kidney was
approximately 15 |ig/g. Cumulative urinary excretion after one day was 58% with a range
from 22 to 58%. At the end of three weeks the cumulative urinary excretion was 83%.
Fecal excretion was small, only 2 to 3 % of the injected dose during the first week.

3.3 Tannenbaum et al.

Tannenbaum^ injected 0.0033, 0.0036 and 0.318 ug/g of uranium as uranyl-233 nitrate in
3 separate female dogs, from which 42, 78 and 90% was excreted in urine during the first 24
hours. One dog was sacrificed at 59 days and the other two at 74 days, post injection. The
first two doses were much smaller than that used by Stevens et al.43 and therefore probably
did not involve toxicity at short times post injection as shown in Figures 14 and 15.

3.4 Retention in Kidney

Figures 14 and 15 show kidney content as a function of time. Among the studies involving
dogs the results suggest that the half-time of the short component in kidney is between 2.7
and 5.8 days, and that kidney retention is described by a 2 exponential function. Initial
extrapolated retention is between 18 and 26%. The information from all three studies
suggest that the retention by the dog can be adequately fit in kidney with two exponential
components.

3.5 Retention in Skeleton

The skeletal content is shown in Figures 16 and 17. Again there is no evidence for a short
term component in the skeleton. The single measurement at the longest time post injection
made by Stevens et al.43 in the dog was at 726 days post injection. The data seem to
support a single exponent declining with a half-time of 883 days and an initial extrapolated
value of 7.7 + 0.3%. The initial content in skeleton of all studies in dogs appears to be
below 10%, with an average of 7%, with the exception of a single data point by
Tannenbaum et al4^.

We have not developed a metabolic model for the dog although clearly one could be
constructed since the information is sufficiently comprehensive between the experiments of
Stevens et al.43 and Morrow et al.33 The information in the dog is consistent with that in
the rat and the mouse to the extent that retention in kidney appears to be a two component
process with the bulk of the activity being excreted with a short half-time on the order of 3
days. Skeletal retention seems to be a single reasonably long term process, that is not
measured in a matter of days or weeks. Of the studies in mice, rats and dogs the
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information in the dog is the only empirical information upon which long term skeletal
retention is sufficiently developed to serve as a surrogate for man.

4. Metabolic Studies in Rabbits

Tracy et al.^7 investigated the administration of uranium to New Zealand White rabbits in
the form of uranyl nitrate by ingestion for periods of 91 days. Concentrations of 0.96, 4.8,
24, 120, and 600 mg/1 were administered in drinking water. Subgroups of rabbits were
followed for up to 91 days, during which complete collections of daily urinary and fecal
samples were carried out. The animals were sacrificed at 0, 7, 21, 45, and 91 days after the
end of the exposure period and femur and kidney samples were analyzed for uranium. The
uranium content in the whole skeleton was estimated by assuming that the weight of mineral
bone is 1/14 that of total body weight. The gastrointestinal absorption factor, f\, was found
to be 0.06%. The fraction of absorbed uranium retained in the kidney and the
corresponding half-time were 0.032 and 13.6 days respectively. For the skeleton the
fraction of uranium retained was 0.14 and the half-time was greater than 200 days. This
work shows that little buildup of uranium occurs in kidneys following chronic
administration; a result qualitatively consistent with the results of single intake experiments
in other animals.

5. Metabolic Studies in Subhuman Primates

Lipsztein27 injected 0.01865 |ig/g of 2 3 3 U and 0.00334, 0.000685, 0.01013, 0.000143
|ig/g of 237U intravenously as nitrate in five separate young female Papio "Kenya" baboons.
Urine, feces and blood samples were collected on daily basis for times varying from one to
49 days after the injection depending on the animal. Percentages of uranium injected were
determined also separately in plasma and red blood cells; red cells accounted for 0.7% of
initial deposition with a half-time of 1.2 days. One animal was sacrificed four days after the
injection and 5.3% of the injected activity was found in kidneys, followed by liver and spleen
with 0.53, 0.16% respectively.

6. Human studies

Nine brain tumor patients injected with uranyl nitrate in Boston were originally reported by
Bernard and Struxness^.

We have re-analyzed the basic data books with the information from these cases at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (our thanks to Keith Eckerman and his staff). This work
resulted in new evaluations of the percentage of uranium present in kidney, liver, spleen,
muscle, other tissues, skeleton and urine (Durbin^, 1993). Times in days to death have
been tabulated in Table 5 along with the original data. Particularly important is the fact that
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three additional cases were uncovered which had not been previously reported, which adds
substantially to the data base. Since for one of the original six cases only excreta
measurements were available, 3 additional cases increases the information on tissue
distribution substantially. These cases were injected with natural and enriched uranium.
The dosages injected ranged from 47 to 1,050 ug/kg. The handling of these cases and
acquisition of information and its reporting have been covered in great detail by Bernard and
Struxness^ and summarized by H u r s h ^ and will not be repeated here.

The data for these nine cases have been fit to the model shown in Figure 18. In this model
we assume that a central plasma compartment distributes uranium to all the other
compartments which consist of: two bone compartments, one short term and one longer
term, another compartment consisting of all other soft tissues, two kidney compartments,
one long term and one short term, and a direct transfer to urine. This model is simplified in
that there is no fecal excretion which normally accounts for less than 2% of the injected
dose. Even though based on the animal work there is little evidence that there is a short
term bone compartment, nevertheless we have included two compartments here to be
consistent with the original analysis.

We have constructed the system of differential equations which describes this model with
linear first order kinetics. In order to solve the equations we have used the program AR of
the BMDp9 statistical package which uses a nonlinear optimization procedure by least
squares using a pseudo-Gauss-Newton iterative algorithm. This program uses numerical
integration to solve the system of differential equations for specific values of the parameters,
and then uses the results to evaluate the desired regression function, which in our case was a
sum of exponentials. In the Masterhuman model we did not constrain the equations to any
other values other than to require that 100% of the activity be accounted for. The results of
this solution can be seen in Table 6 which shows that the material was distributed from
plasma plus extracellular fluid (ECF) with a half-time of 0.2 days; that 15.8% translocated to
a short term bone compartment with a half-time of 10 days, 2.2% to a longer term bone
compartment with a half-time of 374 days and 10.6% to other tissues with a half-time of 10
days. Also, 13.9% deposited in the short term compartment of kidney from which it was
eliminated with a half life of 8.5 days and 57.2% was directly excreted through the kidney
into urine without holdup on its passage through and 0.4% was deposited in the long term
kidney compartment.

It appears to us however that the human data were deficient in several respects. First, the
patients were completely non ambulatory, comatose, bedridden and in the terminal phase of
life. Second, the number of data points (time to death) at different times post injection was
not under the control of the investigators and therefore the data is missing in critical time
periods where the animal work tells us we need to understand more about the rate constants
in man. Particularly for kidney there is only one data point in the time period where the
rapid phase of elimination from kidney occurs in all mammals (2.4 days). Based on the total
mammalian kidney data shown in Figure 19 the human information for the six cases reported
is not inconsistent with the other mammalian studies. The values of the half-times in
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compartments and fractions going from plasma to the compartments are shown in Table 6
along with the corresponding coefficient of variation (COV), a dimensionless measure of the
relative precision of the estimate, which is the ratio of the standard deviation to the estimate.
None of these parameters is known very well. For example the smallest variation,
amounting to 33%, was obtained for the coefficient describing the direct transfer from
plasma through kidney to urine, followed by the half-time in plasma and fractional transfer
to BONE-1, with 40%. In general, fractional transfers and half-times associated with long-
term compartments as BONE-2 and KIDNEY-2 exhibit a large COV, i.e. greater than 50%.

When the model is constrained to give a half-time of 3 days for the rate of loss from kidney,
consistent with all mammalian data, the coefficients of variation tend to increase when
compared to the results not so constrained (see Table 6), so that the parameters become
known with less certainty. The fraction depositing in short term kidney is slightly higher,
16.3%, the long term bone compartment slightly smaller, 1.7% and the mean residence time
in plasma + ECF significantly longer at 9.7 hours.

7. Selection of a Systemic Model for Uranium in Humans

7.1 Retention in Kidney

The observations noted above show that the recirculation of uranium from the skeleton
through the plasma is not enough to explain the long term retention in kidney when the
latter is represented by a single short term compartment of 3 days. An additional longer
term with a smaller fraction of deposition must be included as already pointed out by the
metabolic studies in dogs. An earlier study by Wrenn et al.^2 based on the data by Stevens
et al.43 indicated a fraction of 27.5% for the short term component with a half-time of 3
days and a fraction of 1.8% with a corresponding half-time of 67 days for this longer term.

7.2 Retention in Skeleton

The metabolic studies in animals also showed that there is no compelling evidence for a
short term component in the skeleton. We have seen that the data generated by Stevens et
al.^3, using dogs, support a single retention term with a half-time of 883 days and an initial
extrapolated deposition value of 7.7 + 0.3% of the amount injected, and can serve as a
surrogate for man.

7.3 Retention in Other Organs

Since less than 2% of the initial activity in plasma is distributed to all other tissues, we
grouped the dog and the human data for liver, spleen, muscle and others into a single
compartment called Other Organs. In this way, all soft tissues excluding kidneys are
represented by this compartment. A least squares fit to a single exponential resulted in a
half-time of 180 days, which was used in the human model.
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7.4 Retention in Plasma

The retention in plasma was directly inferred using the original patient blood data obtained
by Bernard and Struxness^. The half-time of 0.19 day was obtained by fitting the whole set
of patient blood data. Since the measurements were related to the whole blood this half-
time reflects the retention in plasma, extracellular fluids and labile surfaces.

7.5 The Background Excretion of Natural Uranium in Urine and Feces and Implications for
Gastrointestinal Absorption

A search of the literature revealed to us the levels of the natural uranium background
excretion in urine and feces. These levels will later be used as background which is
necessary to know in order to evaluate the feces/urine ratio from both chronic and short
term occupational exposures. Fisher et a l . ^ conducted a study of excretion of uranium by
mill crushermen during which 3 non-occupationally exposed people, living in the northwest
of the U.S.A., who were monitored, were used as controls. In another study Wrenn et al.^5
have reported data from week long collections of excreta from 12 non-occupationally
exposed people from Utah. Schieferdecker^^ also studied unexposed people living about 15
km from a nuclear facility and found daily fecal excretion ranging from 6.0 to 30 \x% U/day.
Urinary excretion was below the detection limit. The mean results from the studies by
Fisher and Wrenn are shown in Table 7.

Although the natural intake rate of U was higher in the study by Fisher^, nevertheless the
ratio of daily excretion in feces to urine is practically the same in both studies with a mean
value of about 140. This value can also be used to estimate the parameter "fj", defined in
ICRP-30 as "the fraction of a stable element reaching the body fluids following ingestion".
This fraction can be defined by the following relation under conditions of equilibrium
between intake and excretion, where U and F are the daily urinary and fecal excretions
respectively:

f] = U/(U + F) = 1/(1 + F/U)

Using F/U=140, fj = 0.71%, which is different from fj = 5% recommended by ICRP for
soluble compounds and f\ = 0.2% for Class Y compounds. Moreover Wrenn et al.^4 fed
several hundred micrograms of soluble uranium dissolved in drinking water to the same
people, and measured a mean GI absorption of 0.6%. This result is not significantly
different from the results of a previous survey of the literature which concluded that the
mean absorption of soluble uranium from food and water was about 1% (Wrenn et. al.^1,
1985). Nor is it significantly different from a recent study of the absorption of uranium from
French mineral water after acute and chronic ingestion (Harduin et. al.^l, 1993).
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7.6 The Systemic Model for Humans

Table 8 shows the half-times in the various compartments in the HUMAMOD model and
the fractions going from plasma to these compartments. The upper part of this table was
obtained by least squares fit of the data used as initial conditions to fit the biokinetic model.
The fractional transfer from plasma to the various compartments and the half-times obtained
after fitting the biokinetic model incorporating recycling using the BMDP^ Program AR is
shown in the second half of the table. Figure 20 shows the compartmental representation of
the systemic model. The fractional deposition in compartments was adjusted in such a way
as to make the sum equal to one. The parameters were obtained in steps. First we obtained
the parameters for the kidney compartments applying the program AR in a model with
recycling using the Stevens' data for dogs. The next step was to obtain the fractions from
plasma to short-term kidney and from plasma to urine and the half-time of the long-term
kidney using Stevens' dog data. Then keeping constant the parameters for skeleton, other
tissues and plasma, the whole set of parameters was validated using urinary human data as
shown in the second half of the Table 8.

This model was entered in a computer program which calculates activities in body organs
and excreta after intakes of radionuelides. We have simulated a case of a single injection of
soluble uranium in blood. Figure 21 shows how HUMAMOD simulates the kidney
retention, represented by the solid line, in comparison with kidney mammalian data from
mice, dogs, rats, baboons and humans. It can be seen that the kidney retention is reasonably
described not only at short times down to 1 day, but also the long term kidney retention is
reasonably predicted up to 700 days.

Figure 22 shows the skeletal content after the single injection of soluble uranium in blood.
The single long term component which we adopted to simulate the retention of uranium in
skeleton describes the retention reasonably well. Since this term was based on Stevens"^
data in the dog the solid line passes exactly through those data. Once more this figure
shows that no short term retention for uranium in skeleton can be inferred from the available
data.

Figure 23 shows the uranium content in other soft tissues excluding kidney. This figure
shows that the model adopted is sufficiently accurate to simulate the retention in other
organs and that the distribution and metabolism, including recirculation from the organs
back to the plasma, are well balanced among the systemic organs.

In order to test the systemic model against the human data we have simulated the single
injection of soluble uranium, calculated the cumulative urinary excretion and compared the
results with the urinary excretion data obtained from the Boston and Rochester cases^.H
Figure 24 shows that the model describes the urinary excretion very well, including at times
less than one day after the intake. This clearly reflects the adequacy of the half-time used
for plasma and the choices of the initial fractions of deposition in compartments. This test
also allows us to conclude that the systemic model is suitable for application to urine
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bioassay procedures over the time period for which the data on human urinary excretion are
valid.

Another important source of validation is the interesting report by Beau^. In this
publication, modeling for intake, retention and excretion of uranium compounds is discussed
and two systemic models are tested using his data, i.e., the ICRP-30 uranium model^^ and a
model proposed by Wrenn et. al.^3 in 1989. This last model already proposed a greater
fraction of direct urinary excretion from plasma and a shorter half-time in kidney compared
to the ICRP-30 model. Two bone compartments were proposed presenting a higher
fraction of deposition for the short-term component and a shorter long-term component.

Beau concluded that Wrenn's model is more suitable since the long-term component of 5000
days of ICRP-30 is too long to represent uranium retention, supporting our hypothesis of
shorter bone retention terms. Beau also reported studies on occupational chronic intakes of
UO3 and UF4 for a 24-hour period. Since the study dealt with very short biological decay
terms, he applied jointly a simplified version of Wrenn's systemic model and the ICRP lung
model for Class D and W compounds to simulate intake and retention. He concluded that
the excretion patterns observed for the uranates are more likely to be classified as class D
compounds. Trioxides exhibit urinary excretion pattern between classes D and W and
tetrafluorides are more likely to be class D. Beau also concluded that the f\ value of 5%,
recommended by ICRP-30 for class D compounds to describe the plasma absorption from
the gastrointestinal tract, is overestimated and that a value equal or smaller than 0.6%, as
obtained by Wrenn et. al.^4 would be more appropriate.

C. THE RESPIRATORY TRACT MODEL

1. Selection of the Respiratory Tract Model

In order to select the most appropriate model of respiratory tract retention and elimination
we tested our proposed systemic model and the ICRP-30-24 systemic model, coupled to the
current^ and future^ ICRP dosimetric lung models, against the available data in humans
consisting of "in vivo" measurements of lung or chest content and paired or concurrent
measurements of urinary excretion.

1.1 Brief Description of the Available Lung Models

We have evaluated three respiratory tract models, which are briefly described below:

(a) The ICRP-30^4 iung model. This model is well known and is summarized in Figure
25 which shows the ten compartments of which it is composed, and in Table 9 which
lists the fractions and half times associated with each compartment in all four regions of
the respiratory tract for class D, W, and Y compounds. A proposed modification of this
model for class Y compounds is also shown in Figure 25, the basis for which is
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described in a subsequent section.

(b) A second lung model, proposed by ICRP but not then approved, was presented in
the Workshop on Respiratory Tract Dosimetry, held in Albuquerque, New Mexico, in
July 1990**. A more detailed description of this model can be found in the proceedings
of that workshop. The proceedings do not give the numerical parameters necessary to
substitute into the equations describing the deposition of radionuclides. This
quantitative information was extracted from a computer program named LUDEP (Lung
Dose Evaluation Program), version 5.5, November 1991, herein named LUDEP9128,
and kindly furnished by Dr. Alan Birchall, from NRPB, a member of the ICRP Task
Group on Human Respiratory Tract Models for Radiological Protection.

In this model, shown in Figure 26, the respiratory tract is divided into two main regions:
extrathoracic and thoracic. The extrathoracic region contains the anterior nose (ETi)
and the posterior nasal passages, larynx, pharynx and mouth (ET2). The thoracic region
contains the bronchi, the bronchioles, and the alveolar-interstitium. The compartments
with asterisks denote those where direct deposition of aerosol occurs, and from which
the mechanical transport of particles occurs in the clearance processes. The deposition
in the alveolar interstitium (AI region) is assumed to be equally divided among three
compartments which mechanically clear at 3 different rates. The numbers near the
arrows represent the removal rate in d"l from the compartments. The mechanical
clearance of the particles accounts for the surface transport (fast process of mucociliary
clearance to the GI tract from the bronchial and bronchiolar regions and a slower
clearance process from the AI region). The retention of particles in the airway wall is
represented in the model by the sequestration compartments to which material is
transferred from the delayed clearance compartments ET2, BB2 and bb2- It is assumed
that the sequestered particles are cleared to the lymph nodes (LN). These mechanical
clearance processes compete with the translocation of the material to the blood, which is
represented in Figure 27. This is a two-stage process: (i) the dissociation of the
particles, and (ii) the absorption of the dissociated material. According to the model the
material initially dissolves at a rate, Sp, but is simultaneously converted to a
"transformed state" at a rate Spt, from which it dissolves at a rate St. The dissociated
material may be absorbed into the blood instantaneously, or a fraction, Fb, retained in a
bound state within respiratory tissues, from which it is absorbed at a rate Sb. The Task
Group intends to recommend specific translocation rates for each compound. When
these rates cannot be measured the Task Group recommends default values and
classifies the material similarly to the ICRP-3()24 iung model. However instead of D, W
and Y, the names F (fast), M (moderate) and S (slow) were chosen. For the default
condition there is no bound material, which is equivalent to assuming that Fb and Sb
equal zero (see Figure 27). The absorption rates in parentheses shown in Figure 27 refer
to this version of the model. The alternative numbers are related to a newer version of
the lung model to be discussed later.

In paragraph 1. l(b) we pointed out that the associated literature does not specify all the
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necessary numerical parameters to substitute in the equations dealing with deposition of
radionuclides. Moreover, although the LUDEP9l28 program calculates doses it does
not provide the calculation of activity in compartments or daily urinary excretion post
exposure. In order to test this lung model we extracted the percentage of deposition in
the regions of the lung versus the AMAD for an aerosol range of 0.0001 |im up to 100
|im from the LUDEP91 program (LUDEP, version 5.5, 1991). We then adapted the
LUDEP model of retention (mechanical clearance and translocation to blood) into a
previously developed computer program^ in order to be able to calculate activities in
body organs and excreta for several temporal modes of intakes of radionuclides.

(c) The third lung model is a variation and perhaps the final version of the ICRP Task
Group model cited in item b) and shown in Figure 28. The only documented source is a
1993 version 1.0 of the LUDEP program, here named as LUDEP9329. LUDEP93
provides for the direct aerosol deposition in the delayed clearance compartments BB2
and bb2 and the sequestration compartments BBseq and bbseq , whereas in the previous
version activity was translocated to these compartments from other portions of the lung.
The fractional deposition in the regions of the respiratory tract as a function of the
aerosol diameter (AMAD) was also extracted from LUDEP93 for aerosol diameters
ranging from 0.0001 \im to 100 urn. The program assumes a deposition fraction in
ETseq equal to 0.0005 of that in ET2. Similarly it is assumed that a fraction, 0.007 of
the total deposited in the BB and bb regions, goes to BBseq and bbseq respectively.
The deposition in the AI region was divided as follows: 30% for Al\, 60% for AI2 and
10% for AI3. Besides the withdrawal of some pathways the removal rate from AI3 to
the thoracic lymph nodes became 10 times faster than in the previous version of the
model. The absorption rates to the blood are non-parenthesized numerals shown in
Figure 27.

1.2. Predictions of Lung Content and Daily Urinary and Fecal Excretion of the Several
Lung Models and Comparison With Observations in Humans:

Before we proceed to describe the tests relating predictions of activity calculations in body
organs and excreta it is important to point out that all the tests using the models described in
items 1.1b) (LUDEP91) and 1.1c) (LUDEP93) gave essentially the same results. For this
reason only those relative to the last version of the model (LUDEP93) are reported below.

Figure 29 shows the comparison of the respiratory tract content and the 24-hour urinary
excretion predicted using both the ICRP-3024 lung model and the new lung model28,29
The results are represented as fractions of the inhaled activity, after a single inhalation of
Class D, W and Y compounds of uranium with AMAD equal to 1 |im. The daily urinary
excretion was calculated using both the ICRP-30 systemic model and the proposed systemic
model, HUMAMOD. Figures 29a) and 29b) show that for both lung models the daily
urinary excretion predicted by the ICRP systemic model for soluble compounds (D and F)
exceeds that predicted using the HUMAMOD systemic model in the period from 10 to 100
days after an acute intake. Thereafter the HUMAMOD systemic model implies a greater
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urinary excretion rate. The new ICRP lung model predicts lower urinary excretion than the
ICRP-30 lung model at all times irrespective of the systemic model used.

The differences in urinary excretion predicted by the two systemic models are very slight for
more insoluble compounds as can be readily seen from inspection of Figures 29c), 29d),
29e) and 29f).

Table 10 shows information about duration of exposure, compound, and particle size for
human inhalation exposures from seventeen studies involving routine or accidental
exposures after which a significant number of measurements of uranium in urine and feces
have been reported h 2, 3, 10, 15, 16, 32, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 46, 50 T h e s t u d i e s w h i c h

are classified as "single" according to the type of exposure, are those for which accidental
intakes occurred and the subjects were removed from further exposures. The studies
dealing with chronic intake of uranium compounds are mostly extensive studies carried out
in operating facilities and will be addressed later. The corresponding types of insoluble
compounds are shown and the measured AMADs are listed when reported. Some studies
provided fecal and urinary excretion measurements which are discussed below.

The measured F/U ratios for single inhalation exposures in occupationally exposed people
are plotted in Figure 30. The background excretion of natural uranium in urine and feces
discussed in Section B 5.5, indicated a natural background for F/U ratio of 140, and is
plotted as a reference line. Since the measured ratios are intended to be directly compared
with those calculated using model predictions after single inhalation exposures, the F/U
ratios in Figure 30 were calculated by subtracting the background uranium excretion of 6.54
u.g/d from the fecal measurements and then dividing by the corresponding urinary excretion
results. Figure 30 also shows the predictions of the F/U ratios using the ICRP-30 and the
New ICRP lung models for insoluble compounds. To be consistent we have also subtracted
an urinary background of 0.02 |ig/l ^5

It can clearly be seen that the new lung model overpredicts this ratio, independently of the
systemic model. Since the Task Group did not recommend any specific translocation rates
for uranium compounds for the new lung model, we have used the default values listed in
Figure 27. The use of this new lung model along with their suggested default values to
interpret uranium "in vitro" bioassay results after a single inhalation can lead to erroneous
conclusions for all times after the intake. An improved lung model should predict increased
urinary excretion relative to the ICRP-30 model. Figure 30 shows that the new lung model
produces exactly the inverse effect, even more severely overpredicting the fecal/urine ratio.

Figures 29 and 30 show that the significant differences between the ICRP-30 and the
HUMAMOD systemic models are not sufficient to explain the variations in the calculations
of activities in lungs, urine and feces for insoluble compounds, which are much more
dependent on the choice of a suitable lung model.
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1.3 Modifications Proposed to the ICRP-30 Model for Class Y Compounds

Table 9 shows the removal half-times (T) and compartmental fractions for the respiratory
tract as recommended in ICRP-30. The ICRP-30 lung model, for Class Y compounds,
contains two long-term (500 days) fractions for pathways going from the P region to body
fluids: 0.05 and 0.15 for compartments "E" and "H" respectively, while a fraction of 0.4 is
assigned to go to the GI Tract. If an AMAD of 1 u.m is assumed and the regional
depositions of 0.30, 0.08 and 0.25 are used for the N-P, T-B and P regions respectively,
then the total fractional contributions of short-term compartments are 0.0038 to the body
fluids and 0.4762 to the GI Tract which can be seen in Table 11. The total fractional
contributions of long-term compartments are 0.0463 to the body fluids and 0.1000 to the GI
Tract. Table 11 shows these contributions with the corresponding pathways, where (s) and
(1) indicate the short (Tl/2 < 500 d) and long components respectively. Using the value of
f\ of 0.002 recommended by ICRP-30 for uranium, and considering the contributions from
the short and long components, a total of 0.0012 is absorbed from the GI Tract to body
fluids, which accounts for a total of 0.0513 when added to the direct contribution to the
body fluids.

It is apparent that the underprediction of urinary excretion results from the small fraction
assumed to be solubilized from lungs to the body fluids, which is the major contributor to
the systemic burden. We can increase the predicted contribution from the respiratory tract
to body fluids and hence to urine by switching the fractions of "E" and "G" lung
compartments, depicted in Figure 25 i.e., assigning a fraction of 0.05 for compartment "G"
and 0.40 for compartment "E". Table 12 reflects these changes. This new total contribution
is 2.7 times higher than the one obtained using the original ICRP-30 lung model for an
AMAD of 1 \im. Figure 31 is similar to Figure 30 and also shows the F/U ratios calculated
for the ICRP-30 and HUMAMOD systemic models but using the ICRP-30 and the modified
ICRP-30 lung models. It can be seen that the data points are located between the
predictions of the two lung models. This set of data points also shows that the ICRP-30
lung model underpredicts the urinary excretion, overpredicting the F/U ratios. Since most
of data points reflect the retention of long-term compartments the necessity of short-term
corrections is not clearly expressed in this figure.

2. Relating the Deposition of Uranium in the Lung to Urinary and Fecal Excretion:

Our particular interest was to see whether the human data was consistent with the metabolic
models which have generally been applied to man to predict the urinary excretion of
uranium. Since the literature reported a great variety of particle sizes we have simulated the
daily urinary excretion of uranium using three different AMADs: 0.2, 1 and 5 urn, for both
systemic models and for the ICRP-30 and the modified ICRP-30 lung models. Very little
variation in the urinary excretion with the particle size was noted either for the ICRP-30
model or for the modified model. For this reason, Figure 32 shows the data points and the
calculations of urinary excretion using only 1 urn AMAD.
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2.1 Chronic Occupational Exposure

Such an assessment is possible because there are a number of studies (Avadhanula^,
Quastel^, Schieferdecker39 and Thind^^) which investigated 77 people who had been
chronically occupationally exposed to insoluble uranium compounds and where
measurements of the chest burden were made by external thorax counting. In all of those
cases urinary excretion was also measured, so that the relationship between the chest burden
and the amount of uranium appearing in urine as a result of empirical measurements can be
compared with the predictions of models.

Figure 32 shows the urinary excretion of uranium measured in men for whom "in vivo" chest
counts were available in the four major studies plotted against the duration of exposure in
years. Also plotted on the same graph is the prediction of urinary excretion by the
ICRP-2^3 lung model for inhalation of insoluble compounds and the prediction of the
ICRP-30^4 lung model for Class Y compounds, normalized to a lung burden of 27,000
micrograms. Also plotted is our modified ICRP-30 model and the predictions of the new
ICRP lung model (LUDEP93)29. The systemic model for uranium used in the simulations
is the one defined in ICRP-3024. The normalization of the lung burdens permits the data to
be tested against two or more lung models at the same time. The data shows that the rate of
urinary excretion tends to decrease with time, although there is a great deal of scatter in the
data. A linear fit to the data shows an initial urinary excretion of 37.8 jig/liter declining at
the rate of 4.4 ug/liter per decade. This suggests that older burdens in the lung are
solubilized at a slower rate than younger burdens. The most cogent argument for this
decrease with time comes from the information produced by Thind^", who studied an
occupational population exposed exclusively to insoluble oxides of uranium. In this
population the mean ratio of urinary excretion to lung burden in 29 people was plotted over
a five year period and decreased slowly. It should be noted however that these people were
still being exposed although the exposures were apparently declining with time. Also the
study of 5 long term lung burdens of enriched U by West and Scott^ clearly shows that the
rate of urinary excretion relative to lung burden decreases with time for many years after
exposure.

It is also obvious from this plot that neither the ICRP-2 lung model for insoluble compounds
nor the ICRP-30 model for Class Y compounds does a good job of predicting the urinary
excretion of people who have inhaled insoluble uranium compounds. The ICRP-2 lung
model overpredicts urinary excretion by almost a factor of 3 whereas the ICRP-30 model
underpredicts by a factor of approximately 7 relative to the mean values observed
empirically. The implication for the use of the ICRP-30 model for bioassay to assess
insoluble burdens in the lungs is clear, namely that use of urinary excretion measurements to
assess lung burdens will produce a gross overestimate of the lung burden. The new ICRP
lung (LUDEP) model predicts even less urinary excretion than the ICRP-30 model. The
modified ICRP-30 model we propose does a better job, although it still underpredicts
urinary excretion by about a factor of two relative to the observed values. It could probably
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be modified further, but if the half time for solubilization in lung were decreased further, the
urine/fecal ratio predicted in excreta would not fit other data observed in man. (See section
C 3 for the implications from experiments in animals.)

Since the data provided by Quastel-*7, Schieferdecker^ and Fisher^ Were taken during
conditions of chronic intake, it is necessary to specify the time under intake, or duration of
exposure. No duration of exposure was assigned for each individual worker in the data
provided by Fisher. However Fisher states that the occupational history of exposure is
between 5 and 20 years. For this reason we have chosen 12 years as a reference time for all
of Fisher's data points. Figure 33 shows the measured F/U ratios for chronic inhalation
exposures. A background uranium excretion of 6.54 |ig/d was subtracted from the fecal
measurements before the calculation of the F/U ratios, as was also done in Figures 30 and
31. The natural background for the F/U ratio is also plotted. The predictions of the F/U
ratios using the ICRP-30 and the modified lung model for Class Y compounds and the new
ICRP lung model for Type S compounds for chronic inhalation are also plotted for
comparison. It can be seen that according to all predictions, the F/U ratio is relatively
independent of time after approximately 5 years under chronic exposure. There is a great
deal of scatter in the data.

2.2 Long Term Retention in the Chest

The work of West and Scott^O shows moreover that the fraction of material which is
cleared by solubilization to the bloodstream from the lung diminishes with time in 5 cases
they have studied. What this means is that the standard ICRP assumption of first order
kinetics, namely that the rate of loss is proportional to the amount present, does not apply.
This has already been pointed out by Mercer in 1967™ and 1975 31, who showed that with
time in the lung, polydisperse aerosols will change their residual sizes because the smaller
particles, which have a higher surface to volume ratio, dissolve more rapidly than the larger
particles, which have a smaller surface to volume ratio and which become dominant at long
times. As a result the fractional rate at which uranium is solubilized from lung decreases
with time. This may account for the wide variety of half-times reported in the literature for
rates of decrease in lung burdens of the less soluble compounds of uranium due to
solubilization and excretion in urine. Table 13 shows some examples which we have
analyzed, many of them already reported by Mercer* 1.

Table 13 shows a wide variation in the longest term associated with the pulmonary half-
times reported in the literature, i.e. from about 120 up to about 1700 days, with one result
reported by Pomroy-^ of 4907 days. The resulting average half-time, using the 26 values
for single and chronic intakes, excluding this last extremely high result, is 533 days. This
average is 416+452 days, if only the 10 results relative to single intake are used.
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3. Studies of Dissolution Rates of Particles of Uranium Compounds in Lungs of Rats

Stradling et. al.^4 have summarized the metabolic behavior of uranium in rats (in particular
the rates of transfer to blood) after inhalation of uranium ore concentrates including U3O8,
UO3> UO2 and UF4.

Uranium ore concentrates consist of variable mixtures of UO3, ammonia and water adducts
(i.e., ammonium diuranate), and the thermal conversion product, U3O8. UO3 was produced
by heating uranyl nitrate at 300° C. A "non-ceramic" form of UO2 is produced by reducing
UO3 with hydrogen in a rotary kiln at 400° C. The "ceramic form" was produced by direct
reduction of UF6 to UO2 by a higher temperature reaction with steam and hydrogen at 650-
700° C. UF4 was produced by the hydro fluorination of non-ceramic UO2 at 410° C or
450° C by a rotary kiln or fluidized bed technique respectively. These methods of
production reflect the production practices at the British Nuclear Fuels production facilities,
the Springfield Works.

Rats (3 months old, young adult) inhaled dusts composed of these compounds of uranium,
primarily to assess the rate of transfer of uranium to blood, a rate which is believed to be
"reasonably independent of the mammalian species" including man. On the other hand, the
rates of mechanical clearance are known to vary substantially with the species. Note: The
ICRP-30 lung model for class Y compounds states that the half-time for direct dissolution
from the pulmonary region to blood and the half-time for mechanical clearance are equal
(500 days). Thus mechanical clearance rates and dissolution rates are inextricably linked in
that model. The new ICRP lung model (LUDEP93) decouples these two disparate, and
biologically separate, clearance mechanisms.

Stradling et al.44 believe that the transfer rates to blood measured in rats are a good
approximation to those for humans after occupational exposure, although the rates in
workers "are expected to be somewhat lower than those reported here due to the larger
particle sizes likely to be inhaled" by humans.

Stradling et al.4^ define the rate of transfer to blood from lung as

Fb = (0.693) x (z)
(T1/2) (y)

where T1/2 is the overall retention half-time in lungs
z = amount translocated to blood
y = amount cleared from the lungs

One (main) function of this article is to derive an annual limit on intake (ALI) different from
that derived by the ICRP for class W and Y compounds, since the ICRP presumes a particle
size of 1 urn AMAD and half times of 50 and 500 days respectively.
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Retention in the lungs as a percent (%) of the initial lung deposit was

Compound

UO3
UF4

Follow-up
time

6 months
12 months

Particle Size
± ag (\im)

1.4 ± 4
3.1 ± 1.5

%

96
75

Tl/2
fd)

0.9
3.0

%

4
25

Tl/2
(d)

60
50

In both cases the transportability exceeded that reported previously, which had been the
basis for believing that a significant part of the initial lung burden for both compounds was
removed by mechanical clearance. For UF4, by 7 days 37% had translocated to blood, and
by 350 days, about 47%. Thus at most for UF4, only 53% could have been cleared by
mechanical processes.

Compound

U3O8
UO2

Follow-up
time

12 months
12 months

Particle Size
± eg (\im)

1.1 ± 2.5
1.8 ± 1.5

%

25
20

Tl/2
(d)

1.0
2.5

%

15
27

Tl/2
(d)

10
20

%

60
53

Tl/2
(d)

155
210

Stradling et al. concluded the long term retention in rat lungs for UO2 was similar to that
reported by other investigators (170 to 330 days).

A table in the article which compares the rates of translocation of the various uranium
compounds to blood against the transfer rates predicted by the ICRP-30 lung model is
reproduced in Table 14.

For low fired UO2 the measured transfer rate to blood was 3.8 times greater than that
predicted from the ICRP-30 lung model with a resulting half-time for solubilization of 1136
days.

There is a methodological problem which might make these relative rates underestimates. It
is difficult to collect urine from rats and it is likely that some urine passed over fecal
droppings in the metabolic cages. Soluble U could under such circumstances absorb onto
fecal particles and the urinary output measured could then be an underestimate.

This information in rats is similar to human information which shows that urinary excretion
of uranium for insoluble uranium compounds measured by in-vivo techniques averaged
about 7 times greater than that predicted by the ICRP model.

Stradling et. al.44 combine the information on measured human mechanical clearance rates
of particles and the data from rats on solubilization rate of uranium compounds from lungs
to blood. Stradling et al. conclude that the long term retention half times of non-ceramic
(low fired) UO2 is 430 or 340 days depending on whether a mechanical clearance half time
of 700 or 500 days is assumed.
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Based upon the retention function inferred from human studies with ceramic oxides, using
the transfer rates to blood identified in the experiments with rats, they concluded that the
effective half-time in lung is 520 days, and that at equilibrium there would be about 23,000
^g of U in lungs for chronic inhalation at 1/365 ALI/day.

They also concluded that acute intakes equal to 1 ALI would be detectable with chest
monitoring up to 2 years post exposure. The above is predicated upon 80% of inhaled
ceramic UO2 exhibiting long term retention kinetics in man (a result inconsistent with that
found in rats, where only 53% exhibited long term retention kinetics, and that with a half-life
of 210 days.)

In rats the rates of solubilization and transport to blood of inhaled UF4, U3O8 and UO2
exceeded that predicted by the ICRP-30 lung model for class W and Y compounds for man.
Stradling et. al.44 believe that the rat is a suitable model for solubilization rates of particles
of uranium compounds, with the measured rates applicable also to man.

The rates of translocation of UO2 and L^Og to blood for rats can be compared with
solubilization rates of uranium compounds measured in humans exposed by inhalation, as
shown in Table 13. The table below, summarizing only the results from chronic exposure,
was extracted from Table 13 and shows clearance rates in %.d"* . The clearance rates to
blood were estimated by dividing the measured daily urinary excretion by the lung burden,
as measured by in vivo counting. This assumes that essentially all the uranium cleared to
blood is excreted in urine, an approximation which is valid under conditions of chronic
exposure.

Aerosol

u3o8
UO2

UO2

uo2

UO2

Reference

Schultz (68)
Quastel (70)
Quastel (70)
Avadhanula(85)
Avadhanula(85)
Thind(87)

AMAD
(Urn)

unknown
unknown
unknown
0.6-6
0.6-6
3.7-7.2

Clearance
Rate(%.d-!)

1.6X10"1

3.6xlO-2

l.OxlO"1

2.4X10"1

1.6x10-!
9.3x10-2-1.5X10"1

This table shows that for UO2 compounds the clearance rate ranges from 0.036 to
0.24%/day. The rates of transfer to blood for rats obtained by Stradling of 0.033 for UO2

ceramic and 0.061 for UO2 are in the range of the corresponding values observed for
humans. For l^Og compounds, the value of 0.16 obtained by Schultz is in total accordance
with 0.17 obtained by Stradling for rats as evidenced in the following table.
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Clearance Rates to Blood ("Ad"1)
Aerosol Rats Humans

U 3 O 8

uo2

0
0.033

.17
-0 . 061

0.
0.036

16
-0.24

These studies do not allow us to infer any dependency of the translocation to blood as a
function of the AMAD. Stradling's assumption that the solubilization rates of particles of
uranium compounds obtained for rats is an appropriate surrogate for man and is not
contradicted by this evidence.

4. Modification of the ICRP-30 Model for Class Y Compounds to Better Predict
Solubilization Rates in Man

Stradling's work can be used to modify the ICRP-30 lung model for class Y compounds.
We will use their observed solubilization rate of 0.061 %/day to blood in the time period 7-
84 days post inhalation for UO2 as our reference class Y compound of uranium. From
Figure 25 and Table 9 one sees that only subcompartments e, g and h are involved in the
long term clearance from the pulmonary region.

Since lymph nodes (path h) cause a longer holdup in the model, not contributing
substantially during the first 78 days to transfer to blood, the relevant transfer to blood is
about 0.05/0.6 which is associated with a half time of 6024 days. Stradling et al. measured a
Tj/2 of 1136 days in the rat, which can be adjusted for the ICRP model by changing the
direct fractional transfer to blood from region P to 0.05*6024/1136 = 0.27. An equivalent
decrease in the fraction eliminated from compartment g to 0.18 from 0.4 would preserve the
basic model structure in region P, namely preserving the 500 day effective half time of
elimination from subcompartments e, g and h.

These adjustments are in the same direction and magnitude which we made earlier from
information in humans, which provides assurance of their appropriateness.
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Table 1: Initial Percentages of Distribution and Half-times in Kidney for Soluble Uranium
Compounds Injected into Rats

Author

Bentley
Hamilton
Durbin
Neuman
Priest
Sontag
Sontag
Hamilton
+Durbin
Jones

Gender

Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female

Dosage

(Hg/g)

0.013-0.1
0.1
2.5E-06
2.5
1.43E-03
0.153
0.153

0.01-1.0

Number of
Animals(*)

27(3)
17(6)
12(3)
11(1)
20(5)
4(2)
4(2)

%

24.6
19.9
13.1
18.5
5.2

35.9
37.2
25.0

8.7

Tl/2
(d)

1.4
5.6
7.1
4.1
2.1
5.9
2.5
4

2.3

%

6.3
—
—
—
3.6
—
—
—

—

Tl/2
(d)

50
—
—
—
12
—
—
—

—

(*) Number of Animals per Group in parentheses.
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Table 2: Initial Percentages of Distribution and Half-times in Skeleton for Soluble Uranium
Compounds Injected into Rats

Author

Bentley
Hamilton
Durbin
Neuman
Priest
Sontag
Sontag
Hamilton +
Durbin

Gender

Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female

Dosage

(ng/g)

0.013-0.1
0.1
2.5E-06
2.5
1.43E-03
0.153
0.153

Number of
Animals(*)

27(3)
17(6)
12(3)
11(1)
20(5)
4(2)
4(2)

%

4.4
12.0
10.4
11.4
30.0
16.7
9.1

10.4

Tl/2(days)

56
182
71
30
88
34
60

205

(*) Number of Animals per Group in parentheses.
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Table 3: Initial Percentages of Distribution and Half-times in Liver for Soluble Uranium
Compounds Injected into Rats

Author

Bentley
Hamilton
Durbin
Neuman
Priest
Sontag
Sontag

Gender

Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female

Dosage

(Hg/g)

0.013-0.1
0.1
2.5E-06
2.5
1.43E-03
0.153
0.153

Number of
Animals(*)

27(3)
17(6)
12(3)
11(1)
20(5)
4(2)
4(2)

%

10.25
0.24
0.22
0.15
0.29
1.39
0.99

Tl/2(days)

1.9
62.3
32.6
27.7
10.9
8.2
9.4

(*) Number of Animals per Group in parentheses.
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Table 4: Initial Percentages of Distribution and Half-times in Other Organs for Soluble
Uranium Compounds Injected into Rats

Author

Hamilton
Durbin
Neuman
Priest
Sontag
Sontag
Hamilton+
Durbin+
Neuman

Gender

Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female

Dosage

(ngfe)

0.1
2.5E-06
2.5
1.43E-03
0.153
0.153

Number of
Animals(*)

17(6)
12(3)
11(1)
20(5)
4(2)
4(2)
19.89

%

1.62
6.69

20.01
1.15
2.95

—
0.13

Tl/2

<<0

53.4
1.5
0.13

180.0
9.50

2.29

%

2.29
—
—
—
30.3

Tl/2
(d)

---

59.7
—
—
—
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Table 5: Physical and Injection Data for Nine Brain Tumor Patients Injected
With Uranyl Nitrate at Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA (1953-1956)

CASF NO

B-l

B-2

B-3

B-4

B-5

B-6

B-9

B-10

B-l]

DAYS TO

DEATH

24

74 0

5660

136 0

140.0

180

25.0

940

28.0

SEX

M

M

M

F

M

M

F

M

M

PHYSICAL DATA

AGE u/n ir.irrnr n\

m

26

47

34

63

39

70

-

38

73

START

56

57

70

68

56

56

37

79

60

END

56

50

60

60

50

52

-

75

-

= = PERCENT OF RECOVERED URANIUM (REVISED DATA)

CASE

NO.

B-l

B-6

B-9F

B-ll

B-2

B-10

B^tF

B-5

B-3

DAYS TO

DEATH

2.4

180

25.0

28.0

74 0

94 0

136.0

140.0

5660

KIDNEY

12.60

7.00

2.00

1.90

061

0 67

0.97

0.36

LIVER

215

1.10

0.23

005

017

0.01

0.15

0.05

SPLEEN

0.30

010

002

001

0.06

001

0.01

0.004

= = PERCENT OF RECOVERED URANIUM (ORIGINAL DATA)

CASE

NO.

B-l

B-6

B-2

B-4F

B-5

B-3

DAYS TO

DEATH

2.4

180

740

136 0

1400

566 0

KIDNEY

16 60

7.20

0.70

1.20

0.40

LIVER

1.80

1.10

0.20

0.20

0.05

SPLEEN

060

0 20

010

0.02

0.006

UPT(";UT l

(CM)

155

170

—

—

163

173

—

—

-

TJJFrTTON
.1 ' JI3W X i v i i '

DATE

11/11/53

12/10/53

12/11/53

04/06/54

04/07/54

06/08/54

01/10/56

01/16/56

01/17/56

MUSCLE OTHER

0.79

1.34

0.29

0.53

0.69

0.71

023

0.06

TISSUE

5.75

4.63

0.44

1.78

0.32

1.13

0.21

012

MUSCLE OTHER

1.20

2.10

0.90

0.30

006

TISSUE

5.29

2.67

0.25

0.14

0 22

(MG)

6.20

490

523

102

140

059

91

4 6

2.8

4

INJECTION DATA

. . UDOSAfiP

OiG/KG)

111

86

75

151

251

1050

246

58

47

SKELETON

15.5

13.5

155

698

2.18

3.52

104

0.94

SKELETON

100

4 9

140

0.60

1.30

(CPM)

1.4E+O7

1 1E+O7

1 1E+07

3.7E+O7

5.2E+07

3 6E+O6

4 3E+05

2.2E+05

1 6E+05

URINE

625

72.2

95.4

88.8

96.0

94.1

962

97.3

98.5

URINE

69.0

63.0

92.0

96.2

850

98.0

RFOOVFRFT

(CPM)

1.5E+07

1.05E+O7

1.1E+O7

3.6E+07

4.5E+07

32E+06

4.9E+05

2.5E+05

1.4E+05

U RECOVERY

(%)

110

885

114

92

97

115

86

101

U RECOVER'

(%)

104

81

96

88

100
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Table 5 (continuation): Physical and Injection Data for Nine Brain Tumor Patients Injected
With Uranyl Nitrate at Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA (1953-1956)

- PERCENT INJECTED U RECOVERED IN URINE AT TIME T

TIME

(H)

4

8

12

24

36

48

72

240

TIME

(H)

4

8

12

24

36

48

72

240

TIME

(DAYS)

0167

0.333

0.500

1000

1 500

2.000

3.000

10.000

TIME

(DAYS)

0 167

0333

0.500

1.000

1 500

2.000

3000

10.000

CASE NO.

UR-2

63.0

73.5

79.0

85.0

860

87.0

87.0

CASE NO.

B-10

20.0

61.5

70 0

770

785

79.5

81.0

CASE NO.

UR-1

63.0

75.5

800

83.0

84 0

850

860

CASE NO.

UR-5

47.0

600

670

73.5

75.5

75.5

75.5

84.9

CASE NO.

B-3

39.0

63.0

740

830

860

88 0

900

93.5

CASE NO.

UR-3

54.0

63.5

660

69.5

70.0

70.0

71.0

71.9

CASE NO.

B-2

41.0

64.0

720

81 5

865

885

900

92.9

CASE NO.

B-ll

28.0

47.0

560

68.5

74.0

770

79.0

86.5

CASE NO.

UR-6

310

60.0

64 0

78.0

825

835

850

900

CASE NO.

UR^»

290

48.0

57.0

67.5

700

70.0

71.0

72.0

CASE NO.

B-5

27.0

40

685

780

82 0

84 0

860

926

CASE NO.

UR-6

310

440

51.5

62.0

67.0

70.0

74.0

87.0

CASE NO.

B »̂

36.0

56 5

665

78.0

825

845

86.0

91.8

CASE NO.

B-6

16.8

33.5

43.6

55.0

60 0

62.0

635

68.6

CASE NO

B-9

28.5

450

590

77.0

805

83.0

85.0

930

CASE NO.

B-1

22.0

37.0

45.0

54.0

60.0

61.5

62.0
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Table 6: Half-times in Compartments, Fractions Going from Plasma to Compartments and
Corresponding Coefficients of Variation for the Model MASTERHUMAN.

HALF-TIME IN COMPARTMENT:

COMPARTMENT HALF-TIME COEFFIC. OF VARIATION
(DAYS)

PLASMA
BONE-1
BONE-2
OTHERS
KIDNEY-1
KIDNEY-2

0.20
10

374
10
8.5

INFINITY

40
51

272
56
47

FRACTIONS FROM PLASMA TO COMPARTMENT:

COMPARTMENT FRACTION COEFFIC. OF VARIATION
(0/.

BONE-1
BONE-2
OTHERS
KIDNEY-1
KIDNEY-2
URINE

0.1580
0.0220
0.1060
0.1390
0.0040
0.5720

40
98
45
42

254
33
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Table 7: Fecal and Urinary Excretion of Natural Uranium for Non-occupationally Exposed
People

Author # of Subjects Feces Urine F/U
(Hg/d) (lig/d)

Fisher 3 15.1 0.106 142

Wrenn 12 4.4 0.032 137

Schieferdecker not specified 6 - 30 <0.6 > (10 to 50)
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Table 8: Half-times in Compartments, Fractions Going from Plasma to Compartments for
the Model HUMAMOD.

Fractions from Plasma to Compartments and Half-Times Obtained by Least Squares Fit of
Data Used to Initialize the Fitting to the Biokinetic Model.

COMPARTMENT

KIDNEY-1
KIDNEY-2
SKELETON
OTHER
PLASMA

FRACTION
PLASMA-COMP.

0.275
0.018
0.077
0.013

HALF-TIME
(DAYS)

3
67
883
183
0.19

METHOD

1)
1)
2)
3)
4)

1) Wrenn using Stevens' dog data, R2=0.98
2) Stevens'dog data, R2=0.96
3) Dog and human data, R2=0.76
4) Bernard and Struxness Human Blood Data

Fractions from Plasma to Compartments and Half-Times Inferred from Fitting the Biokinetic
Model using the BMDP Program AR (*).

COMPART.

KIDNEY-1
KIDNEY-2
SKELETON
OTHER
PLASMA
URINE

FRACTION
PLASMA-COMP.

0.280
0.012
0.076
0.015

0.617

COV
(%)

65.7

—
—

21.7

HALF-TIME
(DAYS)

3
70

882
180

0.20

COV
(%)

89.7
—
—
—

COV: Coefficient of Variation
(*) Parameters obtained using Stevens' dog data and validated using urinary human data
—: Parameter kept constant when solving the equations
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Table 9: Fractions (F) and Half-times (T) Associated with Each Compartment of the ICRP-
30 Lung Model for Each of the Three Classes of Retained Materials

Region

N-P

T-B

Compart.

A
B

C
D

T
days

0.01
0.01

0.01
0.2

D
F

0.5
0.5

0.95
0.05

Class

W
T

days

0.01
0.40

0.01
0.2

F

0.1
0.9

0.5
0.5

T
days

0.01
0.40

0.01
0.2

Y
F

0.01
0.99

0.01
0.99

E 0.5 0.8 50 0.15 500 0.05
F n.a. n.a. 1.0 0.4 1.0 0.4
G n.a. n.a. 50 0.4 500 0.4

_H 0.5 0.2 50 0.05 500 0.15

I 0.5 1.0 50 1.0 1000 0.9
J n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. infin. 0.1

n.a. = not applicable
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Table 10: Summary of Information About Human Inhalation Exposure to Uranium
Compounds (17 Studies)

Author

Fish(61)

Saxby(64)

West and Scott(66)

Morrow(66)
Morrow(66)
Scott(67)
Schultz(68)

Bains(69)

Quastel(70)

Pomroy(81)

Pomroy(81)

Fisher(83)

Schieferdecker(85)

Avadhanula(85)

Thind(87)

Ansoborlo(89)

Chalabreysse(89)

Type of
Exposure

Single

Single

Single

Single
Chronic
Shorterm
Single

Single

Chronic

Single

Chronic

Chronic

Chronic

Chronic

Chronic

Single

Single

Compound

u3o8

U3O8

Varied

UO2

UO2

U3O8
UO2(NO3)2,U3O8

UO2

U 3O 8

uo2

uo2

Ore Dust

UO2,U3O8

UO2

UO2

UO2,U3O8

uo2

AMAD

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

2.4 urn
1.0 urn
N.A.
1+3 um

50%-8um,
40%<4um

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

8.2|im

2-7 um

6 um

4-10 um

>1 um

Observation

Subject removed
from exposure
Subject removed
from work
Subject removed
from work
Experiment using dogs
Experiment using dogs

Subject removed
from work
Subject removed
from work
Measurem. during
brief periods of
work stoppage
Subject removed
from work
Subject not removed
from work
Mill crushermen,
5 to 20 years
Measurem. during
holiday period and
6 months after return
Measurem. during
brief periods of
work stoppage
Measurem. during
brief periods of
work stoppage
Subject removed
from work
Subject removed
from work

N.A.: Not Available
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Table 11: Fractional Compartmental Contribution to GI Tract and Body Fluids from the
ICRP-30 Respiratory Tract Model

Source Compartment. Fractional Contribution to:
Region GI Tract Body Fluids
N-P A 0.0030 (s)

B 0.2970 (s)

T-B C 0.0008 (s)
D 0.0792 (s)

P E 0.0125 (1)
F 0.1000 (s)
G 0.1000 (1)
HA 0.0338 (1)

Total (s) 0.4762 (s) 0.0038 (s)
Total (1) 0.1000 (1) 0.0463 (1)

Total contribution from Resp. Tract 0.0501
to body fluids

Total contribution from GI to body 0.0012
fluids if fi=0.002 is assumed

Total contribution to body fluids 0.0513
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Table 12: Fractional Compartmental Contribution to Gl Tract and Body Fluids from the
Modified ICRP-30 Respiratory Tract Model

Fractional Contribution to:
Gl Tract Body Fluids

Total (s) 0.4762 (s) 0.0038 (s)
Total (1) 0.0125 (1) 0.1338 (1)

Total contribution from Resp. Tract 0.1376
to body fluids

Total contribution from Gl to body 0.0010
fluids if fi=0.002 is assumed

Total contribution to body fluids 0.1386
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Table 13: Half-times in Lungs According to the Author and the Corresponding Conditions
of Exposure

Aerosol

u3o8
u3o8
uo2
uo2

u3o8U 3 O 8

uo2

uo2
UO2, U 3O 8

Aerosol

u3o8
u3o8?

U 3O 8

u3o8
uo2
uo2
uo2

UO2 & AUC

uo2
uo2
UO2, U 3O 8

No. of
Individ.

2
1

3 (dogs)
2(dogs)

5
1
3
3
4
1
1

No. of
Individ.

1
1
5

1
3
2
11
2
11
6

29
1
1

Type of
Exposure

Single
Single
Single
Multiple
Chronic
Shorterm
Chronic
Single
Chronic
Unspecif.
Acute

Type of
Exposure

Single
Single
Chronic

Shorterm
Chronic
Chronic
Chronic
Chronic
Chronic
Chronic
Chronic
Unspecif.
Acute

Basis for
Calculation

Half-life
Half-life
Half-life
Half-life
Half-life
Half-life
Half-life
Half-life
Half-life
Half-life
Half-life

Basis for
Calculation

U/M
U/M
U/M

U/M
U/M
U/M
U/M
U/M
U/M
U/M
U/M
U/M
U/M

Reference

Fish (61)
Saxby (64)
Morrow (66)
Morrow (66)
West (66)
Scott (67)
Schultz (68)
Pomroy(81)
Pomroy(81)

Longest Term
T l / 2 (days)

121
380
180
340

380 - 1470
390

119-245
511-1655
414 - 4907

Chalabreysse(89) 490
Ansoborlo(89)

Reference

Fish (61)
Saxby (64)
West (66)
West (66)
Scott (67)
Schultz (68)
Quastel (70)
Quastel (70)

140

Clearance
Rated"1

8.3xl0-4-3.3xl0"3

1.8xlO-4

4.6(±1.8)xlO-4 (initial)
2.7(±1.5)xlO-4 (final)

1.2 xlO"3

1.6(±O.l)xlO"3

3.6(±0.06)xl0-4
1.0(±0.3 )xl0"3

Avadhanula(85) 1.6xlO"3

Avadhanula(85) 2.4x10"3

Schieferdecker(85) 5.2xl0-4-9.9xl0~3

Thind(87) 9.3x10-4-1.5xlO"3

Chalabreysse(89) 1 x 10"3

Ansoborlo(89) 5 x 10"3
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Table 14: Rates of Translocation of the Various Uranium Compounds from the Lungs to
Blood (Rats)

Compound Rates of Transfer (Fb %/d)
0-7 davs 7-84 days

UO3

UF4

U3O8

UO2

UO2(ceramic)
Class W(+)
Class Y(+)

* 7-350 days

+ Predictions of the ICRP-30 Lung Model

32
9.9
0.58
0.25
0.18
4.7
0.24

2.3
0.62*
0.17
0.061
0.033
0.51
0.016
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Figure 1: Renal Content (%) for Mouse After a Single Injection of
Soluble Uranium
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Figure 2: Skeletal Content (%) for Mouse After a Single Injection of
Soluble Uranium
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Figure 4: Spleen Content {%) for Mouse After a
Single Injection of Soluble Uranium
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Figure 5: Content in Other Organs (%) for Mouse After a Single
Injection of Soluble Uranium
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MODEL: MASTERMOUSE
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S.O d
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Figure 6: Systemic Models for Uranium for Mouse
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Figure 7: Renal Content (%) for Mouse After a Single Injection
of Soluble Uranium, Compared to the Predictions of
MASTERMOUSE Model
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Figure 8: Renal Content (%) for Mouse After a Single Injection
of Soluble Uranium, Compared to the Predictions of
MASTERMOUSE2 Model
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Figure 9: Renal Content (%) for Rat After a Single
Injection of Soluble Uranium
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Figure 10: Skeletal Content (%) for Rat After a
Single Injection of Soluble Uranium
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Figure 11: Liver Content (%) for Rat After a Single
Injection of Soluble Uranium
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Figure 12: Content in Other Organs {%) for Rat After a Single Injection of
Soluble Uranium
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Figure 13: A Uranium Metabolic Model for the Rat
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Figure 14: Renal Content (%) After a Single Injection of
Soluble Uranium (Excluding Mouse and Rat)
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Figure 15: Renal Content (%) After a Single Injection of
Soluble Uranium (Excluding Mouse and Rat)
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Figure 19: Renal Content (%) After a Single Injection of
Soluble Uranium
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Figure 30: Fecal/Urine Ratio for Single Inhalation of
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